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They say biking is the new 
golf....unfortunately perhaps. 
We also live in a world 
where short attention span 
and instant gratification are 
becoming the norm.

NELSON 20/20
Nelson Golf Club membership levels 
have mirrored the national declining 
trend over the past few years.

However, last year the Nelson Golf 
Club put into place a membership 
attraction and retention strategy 
that has worked well.

This strategy has two primary 
objectives... getting people in the 
door and getting them connected 
socially.

The Nelson GC believe that these 
objectives can be achieved because 

people mostly join Golf Clubs, in fact 
recreational clubs of any kind, to 
have an enjoyable experience...with 
other people.

Golf specifically gives players 
challenge, competition, camaraderie 
and of course friendship.

So the Nelson GC used the emphasis 
on people as the cornerstone of 
the marketing programmes it was 
putting in place.

“Stuffy and full of old people” 
are phrases that the Nelson 
GC had heard regarding golf 
clubs. Nelson is not like that, 
but how do they get the word 
out?

The Nelson GC believes the 
best sales people in any 
organisation are the ones 
who are there now and are 
enjoying their experience. 
But how do they get them 
involved?

COMPETITION FROM 
OTHER FORMS OF 
RECREATION

GENERAL NEGATIVE 
VIEW OF GOLF CLUBS

TO GET THE CURRENT 
MEMBERSHIP INVOLVED

CHALLENGES



RESULTS

While the average age at 
Nelson GC is 55, it has always 
had a strong cross section 
across every age range. So the 
reality is that the Nelson GC 
has always had the sales force 
there ready to boost each age 
category. The challenge was 
getting them involved.

The Nelson 20/20 has been 
an eye opener for the club. 
Once the membership became 
mobilised the initiative just 
took off.

The Nelson GC thinks it has 
brought a number of people 
into the club who were on 
the fringes of golf. Many of 
them already played golf, but 
previously they were nomadic 
and

didn’t want to belong to a 
club. But now the power of 
people and relationships has 
brought them in the door and 
also increases the chances of 
retention.

The Nelson 20/20 program 
was a good initiative because 
it has involved all of the 
membership in challenging the 
issue of member recruitment 
and retention. It was good to 
get everyone to own the issue 
because they are the club’s 
salesmen.

It’s early days but it seems 
possible that the Nelson 20/20 
could stay in place long term. 
It’s a win/win scenario for the 
membership and a healthy 
outcome for the Club overall.

37
NEW MEMBERS REVENUE

37 New members so far

The rate of uptake has been 
exceptional.

Revenue has increased

Revenue for membership 
has increased even with the 
discounts offered. The Nelson 
GC will be ahead financially if 
it retains new members.

Membership involvement 
in marketing increased

There is a lot more potential 
to develop this into the 
future.

Greater camaraderie and 
enhancement of the social 
network

The Nelson GC found that 
the club’s social activity has 
increased significantly and 
the relationships are key to 
retaining these members.

CONCLUSION / SUMMARY

Nelson Golf Club put together a Member Get 
Member scheme that encouraged the right 
outcomes.

New members who are introduced to the Nelson 
Golf Club received 20 per cent off their category of 
subs. The current member who introduced them 
received the same $ value off their next subs.

This discount attracted new members and has 
been very successful. The key is that the new 
members are instantly connected socially through 
the person who introduced them.

That means the Nelson GC has a much better 
chance of retaining its new members because they 

SOLUTION are incorporated into the social network. Camaraderie and social 
interaction at the club has noticeably increased.

To get the current members involved the Nelson GC branded the 
programme The Nelson 20/20. This focused on the benefits of 
the discounts, rather than the task of a member introducing a new 
member.

It’s a subtle difference but it may have influenced greater participation 
to some degree.

The current membership has embraced the concept and the Nelson 
GC has gained 37 new members through the scheme. The declining 
trend was reversed and the overall membership has increased 
slightly.

Revenue for membership has held steady despite the discounts 
offered, so next year, providing the Nelson GC retains the new 
members, it will be ahead financially.

INVOLVEMENT SOCIAL ACTIVITY



THE VALUE OF GOLF

The Game of Golf Provides Unique and Lifelong Enrichment

VISION

Golf is New Zealand’s Favourite Pastime

MISSON

To Grow the Love of Golf
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